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"With Holy Importunitie,
with a Pious Impudencie":
John Donne's Attempts to Provoke Election
Raymond-Jean Frontain
University of Central Arkansas

D

onne's use of the imperative when addressing God in the
Divine Poems is a maneuver designed to resolve a particularly
Protestant dilemma, the same dilemma confronted by the
speaker of Elegy 19 under another guise.' As C. L. Barber and Richard P.
Wheeler have pointed out, the reformers' dismantling of "much of the
Catholic apparatus of worship in order to isolate the individual worshiper
in direct rapport with God through faith .. . put worshipers at risk in new
ways. In areas where the Reformation triumphed, extraordinary anxiety
could be generated by the absolute importance conferred upon the individual's faith in the grace of a God no longer accessible through the ritual
work of the church, and whose eternal wrath toward those not saved was
beyond the mitigation both of the church and of individual action." 2 The
speakers of Elegy 19 and of the Holy Sonnets betray just such an anxiety.
The first recognizes women not only as the mystic book whose revelation
assures "salvation" but also as dispensers of the imputed grace without
which males cannot be made worthy of receiving that revelation. The
speaker of the Sonnets ponders the same problematic dependency:
Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not lacke;
But who shall give thee that grace to beginne?
("Oh my blacke Soule!" lines 9-10)
' See Heather Asals, "John Donne and the Grammar of Redemption," English Studies in
Canada 5 (1979): 125-39 for a provocative explanation of the prominent use of the imperative
in the Holy Sonnets.
Qyotation of the poetry is from The Complete Poetry ofJohn Donne, ed . John T.
Shawcross (Garden City: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1967). For convenience' sake, however,
I use the numerical titles of Holy Sonnet 14 for "Batter my heart" and Elegy 19 for "Going
to Bed," now nearly conventional in discussions of this poetry.
1
C. L. Barber, Creating Elizabethan Tragedy: The Theater ofMarlowe and Kyd, ed.
with an intro. by Richard P. Wheeler (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 22-23.
I quote Wheeler's summary of Barber's analysis of the historical context for Dr. Faustus.
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Prevenient grace, needed to begin the action of repentance, is available
only from God, who has as yet given the speaker no sign of his election.
God, the only member of the relationship capable of initiating the work
of the speaker's salvation, must act but is "inaccessible," in Barber and
Wheeler's words, through traditional channels. The imperative is used in
each poem, I believe, as part of the speaker's frantic attempt to do nothing
less than-impossible as it may be-provoke his own election.
In this essay I analyze first the problem faced by believers like
Donne who find their desire to be subsumed into the sacred intensified to
a fever pitch by their recurring failure to be so. I then consider the rhetorical campaign undertaken by the speaker of the Sonnets to be "imputed
righteous." Although Donne's attempt to order and control his world
linguistically has as its ultimate model the Book of Genesis, in which an
all-powerful spirit or breath bespeaks the world into being, I disagree
vehemently with Thomas Docherty's conclusion that Donne's poetic
"contrivances" (among them the operations analyzed below) are intended
"to translate his own weak auctoritas into the status of the all-powerful
Logos, the self-creating, self-enacting, self-fulfilling Word" and thus "to
make his own authority as powerful, absolutizing, anterior, original or
primary as that of the divine Word of the creating God."3 Rather, I argue
that Donne models his use of the imperative upon a similar operation in
certain psalms which simultaneously implore and assure the Lord's action
on the speaker's behalf. Far from betraying sexual or religious chutzpah,
Donne's posture of what he calls in the Devotions "holy importunitie, ...
pious impudencie" 4 is the defensive stance of a speaker acutely conscious
ofimpending fragmentation and dissolution. That such a posture is taken
within poems at either pole of Donne's religio-sexual imagination suggests
just how basic the problem was for him.
Prevenient Grace: Protestantism's Catch-22

Article X of The Thirty-Nine Articles ofthe Church

ofEngland holds:

The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such, that he
cannot turn and prepare himself, by his own natural strength
and good works, to faith, and calling upon God. Wherefore we
have no power to do good works pleasant and acceptable to
God, without the Grace of God by Christ preventing us, that

Thomas Docherty,]ohn Donne, Undone (London: Methuen, 1986), 59.
John Donne, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1987), 52 (Expostulation 10).
3

4
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we may have a good will, and working with us when we have
that good will.5

Protestants insisted that mortals could neither earn salvation nor
understand God's reasons for electing those whom he chose; "I . .. will be
gracious to whom I will be gracious," the Lord had said in Exodus 33:19, 6
"and will shew mercy on whom I will shew mercy." The redemption of
humankind can be accomplished only through the imputed merit of Christ.
"Not by works of righteousness which we have done," Paul instructed Titus,
"but according to his mercy he saved us, by the washing of regeneration, and
renewing of the Holy Ghost" (Titus 3:5). The work ofindividual salvation
is initiated, in the words of William Perkins, when God extends to the
individual his prevenient or "preventing" grace-that is, "when God of his
mercie sets and imprints in the minde a new light, in the will a new qualitie
or inclination, in the heart new affections."7 As Donne notes in his sermons,
people can only cooperate with God's prevenient grace; they cannot instigate
the process of their own salvation:
No man can begin it, no man can proceed in it of himselfe.
The desire and the actuall beginning is from the preventing
grace of God. 8

sReprinted in William H. Halewood, The Poetry of Grace: Reformation Themes and
Structures in English Seventeenth-Century Poetry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), vii.
Milton's Father offers a convenient summary of the Protestant paradigm of redemption;
see Paradise Lost 3:17r90 and 290-94, in John Milton, Complete Poetry and Major Prose,
ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (New York: Macmillan, 1957).
6All quotations from the Bible are taken from the King James Version.
7Qyoted in C. A. Patrides, Milton and the Christian Tradition (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1966), 203. I am generally indebted to chap. 7, 187-219, "Prevenient Grace Descending:
The Concept of Grace," for a lucid analysis of Protestant understandings of the need for
grace. Compare Barbara Kiefer Lewalski's description of the Protestant paradigm of salvation
in Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979), 20-23; William Haller's The Rise of Puritanism, 2d ed.
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984), 86-94; and Charles H. George and
Katherine George's excellent distinctions between Protestant and Catholic understandings
of the salvation process in The Protestant Mind of the English Reformation, r570- r640
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1961), 32-33, 44-45. As R. V. Young points out, however, "Continental Catholic poets were equally sensitive to man's hopeless sinfulness
before God and radical dependence on his grace" (Jo); in support of this, he quotes St. John
of the Cross's assertion of the principle of prevenient grace, that "without his [God's] grace
one is unable to merit his grace" (22-23). See his "Donne's Holy Sonnets and the Theology
of Grace" in Bright Shootes ofEverlastingnesse: The Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric, ed.
Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1988), 20-39.
8
John Donne, The Sermons ofJohn Donne, ed. Evelyn M. Simpson and George R.
Potter, 10 vols. (Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 195r62), 2:305.
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When all is done, still it is the Preventing Power, and quality
of that Grace, that did all that in me .... all my co-operation
is but a post-operation, a working by the Power of that Allpreventing Grace. [Sermons ns3]

Despite its intention of putting the individual in more direct contact
with God, Protestantism's rejection of worldly spiritual authorities and
comforting mechanisms-such as priests capable of granting absolution
for sin in the confessional and the indulgences attached to certain performances-made understanding one's spiritual condition a difficult and
troubling process. The problem, as both church historians and literary
critics have pointed out, is essentially that "the elect were those who felt
themselves to be elect." 9 Calvin.ism's insistence that the only true sign of
election was a highly subjective inner assurance, not works or outward
behavior, easily wreaked havoc upon the nervous religious sensibilities of
those already pained by consciousness of their innate depravity. Thus, in
one interpretation Dr. Faustus's excruciating fear that he is damned risks
becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy, his anxiety growing into a despair
that renders him incapable of accepting the grace that is freely being
offered him. The fundamental paradox of Protestant, particularly Puritan,
belief is that "he that never doubted, never believed," for as Arthur Dent
counselled his parishioners, "The more grace we have, the more quicke
are we in the feeling of corruption." 10 Maintaining the assurance of election
in the face of quickened consciousness of oneself as a "lump of sin'' proved
too much for the many who fell into a hysterical, paralyzing despair.
This is what I would call Protestantism's catch-22. Recognition of the
absolute depravity of humankind and of-from a human point of viewthe absolute arbitrariness of redemption creates an unbearable tension
within the individual. While Roman Catholic teaching could leave one in
9 Christopher Hill, as quoted by Martha Tuck Rozett in The Doctrine ofElection and the
Emergence ofElizabethan Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), u-12 n. 13.
With Barber's Creating Elizabethan Tragedy, Rozett's book offers an excellent introduction

to the literary ramifications of this theological catch-22; see esp. 12, 4J-45·
As Richard Marius points out, there was no unanimity of opinion as to how a Protestant
might know he is saved, but Marius gives a summary of the debate in his Thomas More: A
Biography (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984), 319-21, as well as a brief analysis of the
problem of handling doubt within the Protestant scheme of justification by faith, 266-68.
Compare John King, English Reformation Literature: The Tudor Origins ofthe Protestant
T radition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 156-57. On one preacher's need
"to give encouragement to those who even after conversion are afflicted ... by fears of
their own election," see Haller, Rise ofPuritanism, 144. This theological catch-22 leads to a
social one as well for, as Haller points out, even while emphasizing the doctrine of election,
Calvinist preachers could not risk alienating the masses they hoped to attract by suggesting
that the majority of them were predestined to damnation, 169.
10
As quoted in Rozett, D octrine ofElection, 44.
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fear of eternal damnation for a single sin that sudden death prevented one
from repenting of, despite a nearly blameless life, it offered the mitigating
doctrine of Purgatory along with reassurance provided by the doctrine of
indulgences and the intercession of the Virgin Mary and the saints. In doing
away with what had risked becoming a heavily mechanical approach to
devotion, the Protestant doctrine of election allowed spiritually nervous
individuals like Martin Luther the peace of mind that one sin committed
at his life's end could not undermine a lifetime of righteousness. But the
absolute arbitrariness of God's electing only those whom He will save created a new, perhaps even greater, trauma. If there is no way one can be saved
without God's prevenient grace, there is also no way one can ensure its
reception, no matter how anxiously one prays. Assurance, the highly subjective proof that election has been granted, can easily be overwhelmed
by heartfelt repugnance at one's own sinfulness and innate depravity,
which likewise accompanies true repentance. The more conscious people
are of their own sinfulness, the more frantic they become to feel the action
of prevenient grace, and-paradoxically-the more they are liable to doubt
they have been elected, because such anxiety is the very antithesis of the
peace of mind that characterizes assurance, which (catch-22!) is the only
proof one has of one's election. The more anxiously people hope for a sign
of their election, the more they risk feeling that they are not of the elect.
Donne's speakers seemed to find this tension unbearable. Publicly,
as Charles and Katherine George conclude, Donne himself resolved the
problem in his later career as a preacher: "John Donne ventured nearer
than any other spokesman of English Protestantism in the period to that
ultimate radicalism in the predestinarian argument by means of which,
indeed, the entire problem with its inevitable contradictions and logical
obscurities disappears: the assertion of the literal boundlessness of God's
mercy and the consequent salvation of all men."" The more private religious
poems, however, are a very different matter. Throughout the Divine Poems,
Donne's speakers stand as individuals who ardently desire salvation but have
had as yet no sure sign of their election. They seem caught in a spiritual
no-man's land, unable to truly repent without the gift of prevenient grace,
yet so conscious of the blackness of their sins that they hardly dare hope to
receive it. Condemned to wait as patiently as possible, they oftentimes grow
increasingly agitated as the period of waiting lengthens. This, at least, is
the situation of the speaker in Donne's Holy Sonnets, the movement of
whose thought, Robert Shaw observes, "is often like that of a squirrel in
its cage." What Shaw calls Donne's "passive posture" stems
"George and George, Protestant Mind, 70.
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from a fear of taking any initiative which is not clearly urged
upon him by Heaven. "Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not
lacke," he reasons with himself [in "Oh my blacke Soule!"],
only to dash this comforting thought to pieces in the next line:
"But who shall give thee that grace to begin?" Although the
possibility of such grace is held out as a hope .. . , it is not
apparent anywhere in the sonnets that Donne has experienced
it as a reality-has received justification, as theology would say. 12

Peace of mind is impossible for the speaker without some sign of his election, yet any uneasiness of mind may be a sign of perdition. As Arnold Stein
notes, "So long as that question [of justification in 'Oh my blacke Soule!']
can be raised it is unanswerable." 1J
Noting "the fact that Donne refers to Jesus in the third person far
more often than he speaks to him directly," Jeffrey G. Sobosan concludes
that, unlike Herbert, Donne had a limited awareness of Christ's presence. 14
The Holy Sonnets, I will presently argue, describe the process by which one
tries to believe in the process of one's own salvation. Donne, as Sobosan
points out, did not have the comfort of an inevitably present God, as
Herbert had; it is impossible to think of Donne's being quietly and
affectionately chastised as "Child!" Herbert's willing abnegation of his will
before the will of the Father was impossible for a person as intellectually
forceful as Donne, whose mind was given to making endless analytical
distinctions-who "felt" his thoughts as intensely as T. S. Eliot claims
Donne did. Donne's problem is similar to that of Marlowe's Dr. Faustus
when faced with the tautology that the reward of sin is death, yet if we say
we have no sin then we deceive ourselves. How does a mind as sharp as
Donne's or Faustus's make that leap of faith to believe in Christ's mercy?
11
Robert B. Shaw, The Call of God: The Theme of Vocation in the Poetry ofDonne and
Herbert (N.p.: Cowley Publications, 1981), 51. Louis L. Martz likewise speculates that
many of the H oly Sonnets may have been written specifically out of Donne's struggle with
the problem of election; see Shaw's The Poetry ofMeditation: A Study ofEnglish Religious
Literature of the Seventeeth Century, rev. ed. (New H aven: Yale University Press, 1962),
219-20.
'Jfunold Stein,]ohn Donne's Lyrics: The Eloquence ofAction (1962; reprinted, New York:
Octagon Books, 1980), 193. John Stachniewski comments upon the passivity of the speaker
as he waits for God's grace to irresistibly seize him; see his "John Donne: The Despair of
the 'Holy Sonnets,"' ELH 48 (Winter 1981): 677-705, particularly 688-89 . On Donne's
specifically Calvinist idea of grace, see Paul R. Sellin,]ohn Donne and "Calvinist" Views of
Grace (Amsterdam: VU Boekharidel/Uitgeverij, 1983), chap. 1, 5-15.
14 lndeed, Sobosan demonstrates, Donne's picture ofJesus seems limited to the crucified
and suffering Lord whose pain makes Donne even more aware of his own unworthiness.
Whereas H erbert's spiritual self-confidence allows him to engage in dialogue with divinity,
"Donne's religious poetry reflects most often a dialectic within himself" (396). See Jeffrey G.
Sobosan, "Call and Response-The Vision of God in John Donne and George Herbert,"
Religious Studies 13 (1977): 395-407.
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How does one give oneself over to the feeling of salvation when rationally
one has every reason to believe that one's very anxiety may be a sign of
inevitable damnation? Faustus could not do it and was damned. 15 Donne's
speaker is far more ingenious. Ifhe is helpless to act on his own behalf, yet
unable to patiently bear painful uncertainty, then perhaps his only hope lies
in trying to provoke God to reveal His intentions. That is, ifhe must wait
until God makes the first move and extends to him the prevenient grace
that will allow him to feel justified in his election and encouraged to persevere in his discombobulating "Divorce to All," then perhaps he might try
to provoke God into tipping His hand. This, I think, is the essential action
of the Holy Sonnets.
Provoking God

Surprisingly, discussions of Donne's Holy Sonnets have concentrated
largely on the speaker's meditative activity as an attempt to restore his sinweakened intellect, rekindle his affections, and redirect his will-or, after
his sin-weakened faculties have been restored by grace, to atone for his
heretofore imperfect contrition and reconcile himself to the God whom
he has yet to love fully and disinterestedly. 16 But it is equally profitable to
read the Sonn ets in terms of the rhetorical actions directed not simply
towards the speaker's self but towards God, their supposed reader or auditor.
It is as much He whom they attempt to rouse to action as it is the speaker's
debased memory, understanding, and will. Acutely and painfully conscious
of the theological implications of his unworthiness, and of the consequent
dire necessity of God's providing him with the prevenient grace that will
justify him, the speaker of the Holy Sonnets must rhetorically provoke divine
intrusion into his personal history, that its end might be revealed. "Impute
me righteous," begs the speaker in "This is my playes last scene," and to this
end are put such devices as impassioned questioning, an almost irrational
switching of person and address, and-most shockingly-the audacious
imperative when speaking directly to God.

'5See Rozett, D octrine ofElection, chap. 7, 20g-46, and Barber, Creating Elizabethan
Tragedy, chap. 2, 87-130 .
16 Most writers since 1954 have taken their cue from Martz's Poetry of Meditation and
focused upon the H oly Sonnets as meditative exercises designed to assist the speaker in his
spiritual combat. See, for examples, J. B. Leishman, The M onarch of Wit: An Analytical and
Comparative Study ofthe Poetry ofJohn D onne, 7th ed. (London: Hutchinson, 1965), 264-65;
Douglas Peterson, "John Donne's H oly Sonnets and the Anglican Doctrine of Contrition,"
St udies in Philology 56 (1959): 504-18; Halewood, Poetry of Grace, 80-84; Patrick Grant, The
Transformation of Sin: Studies in D onne, Herbert, Vaughan, and Traherne (Montreal: McGillQyeens University Press, 1974), chap. 2, 401 2; and Lewalski, Protestant Poetics.
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Consider "As due by many titles," the poem printed first in several
arrangements of the Holy Sonnets. The sonnet begins with the speaker
quietly addressing God, enumerating his many obligations to his Creator:
As due by many titles I resigne
My selfe to thee, 0 God, first I was made
By thee, and for thee, and when I was decay' d
Thy blood bought that, the which before was thine[.]
(lines 1-4)

The initial tone of humble resignation and of calm, logical, dispassionate
thought shifts subtly in the second quatrain, however, as the speaker's
iteration of the reasons for his resignation also suggests the reason why
such resignation is so necessary at this particular moment. Although
"decay'd" generically by Adam's sin and redeemed by Christ's crucifixion,
the speaker has individually "betray'd" the divine Spirit inherent in him as
a son of God and is consequently in desperate need of God's further action
on his behalf if he is not to be lost eternally to sin and Satan.
I am thy sonne, made with thy selfe to shine,
Thy servant, whose paines thou hast still repaid,
Thy sheepe, thine Image, and till I betray' d
My selfe, a temple of thy Spirit divine[.]
(lines 5-8)

Gratitude for past acts (lines 3-4) gives way to anxiety over present necessity
as, unable to restrain his feelings of immediate danger, the speaker breaks
into impassioned questioning:
Why doth the devill then usurpe in mee?
Why doth he steale, nay ravish that's thy right?
(lines 9-rn)

The final lines emphatically state the conditions of the speaker's salvation,
succinctly summarizing the drama of his election:
Except thou rise and for thine owne worke fight,
Oh I shall soone despaire, when I doe see
That thou lov'st mankind well, yet wilt not chuse me.
And Satan hates mee, yet is loth to lose mee.
(lines 11-14)

The sonnet is both an inwardly directed meditation in which the
speaker acknowledges his own sinfulness and resigns himself to the will of an
omnipotent God, and an outwardly directed address to that all-powerful
God who alone can save him from eternal damnation. This ambivalence
is dramatically rendered in the controlling metaphor of the contract, for
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as the speaker reiterates his many obligations to his Creator, he implicitly
reminds God of His reciprocal obligation to His creature. The contract is
a feudal one, in which the speaker promises his liege lord unquestioning
service in return for his lord's protection against attack from his enemies.
Because the speaker has "betray'd" the fortress of his body, which is the
temple of the Holy Spirit, to sin (just as Reason, God's "viceroy," betrays
the gates of the city to Satan in "Batter my heart"), his only hope now is
to stir his feudal lord's possessive feelings and rally Him to fight for what
by many titles is His. Suspended between one ruler (Satan) who perversely fights for him although he does not love him and another (God)
who perhaps even more perversely loves him but has yet to fight for
him, the speaker is on the verge of despair, traditionally the unforgiveable
sin against the Holy Spirit (Matt. 12:32). The urgency of his condition
makes God's immediate action all the more imperative. Thus, even while
admitting his sinfulness and acquiescing in divine disposition of his spiritual life, the speaker entreats-or tries to provoke-God to act on his
behalf
The conditional mood governing the last four lines of "As due by
many titles" ("Except thou rise and for thine owne worke fight, / Oh I
shall soone despaire . .. ") subtly attempts to goad God either to "chuse"
the speaker or to acknowledge His abandonment of him to Satan.
Emboldened by the anxiety that any further silence on God's part will seal
his fate, the speaker comes just short of commanding God to rise up and
fight for His creature. In other sonnets the speaker is not so linguistically
coy but becomes audacious in his use of the imperative when addressing
God: "Powre new seas in mine eyes ... Or wash ... And burne me" ("I am
a little world made cunningly"); "Show me deare Christ, thy spouse
... Betray ... thy spouse .. . let myne amorous soule ... " ("Show me
deare Christ, thy spouse"); "let them sleepe, Lord ... Teach mee how to
repent" ("At the round earths imagin'd corners"); "Repaire me now"
("Thou hast made me"); and "Impute me righteous" ("This is my playes
last scene"). Certainly the most famous example of such a maneuver to
provoke election is "Batter my heart," the entire sonnet being a series of
passionately expressed commands that are as violent as the renewing
actions for which they call: "Batter my heart ... o'erthrow mee ...
Divorce mee .. . Take mee to you, imprison mee." Driven to despair, the
speaker of Donne's Holy Sonnets risks commanding God because he has
no time to entreat Him respectfully or engage Him in coy dialogue. As
Richard Waswo has observed, "The habitual mood of Donne's devotion is
the imperative pleading of prayer . . . even in those poems that present his
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faith in its most fully realized form."'7 Analyzing a similar use of the
imperative voice or optative mood in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra,
Maynard Mack says that it expresses "hearts continually press[ing] forward with their longings." 18 In Donne's case, this might be qualified as
violently pressing forward with desperate longing.
Related strategies are used as well by the speaker of Donne's Holy
Sonnets to enlist God in his cause. For example, the questions asked in
lines 9-ro of "As due" betray the speaker's Job-like incomprehension of
God's disposing of events; the "then" in line ro suggests he is drawing a
conclusion from all that has gone before that is at odds with those premises.
Frustrated by the illogicality of his situation, he asks similar questions in
other sonnets designed to engage the attention of an inscrutable God:
"Thou hast made me, And shall thy worke decay?" At times the questions
fall just short of outright accusations of injustice: "If poysonous mineralls
... Cannot be damn'd; Alas; why should I bee?" he asks in a sonnet replete
with questions. Qyestioning seems to be his only way of releasing his
frustration and giving voice to his agony. All the while, however, he recognizes-like Job-his own unworthiness to challenge an omnipotent
1
7Richard Waswo, The Fatal Mirror: Themes and Techniques in the Poetry of Fulke
Greville (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1972), 131. Donne uses the imperative
in other Divine Poems as well: in "A Hymne to Christ" ("Put thou thy sea betwixt my sinnes
and thee," line n); in the stanza to the Father in A Litanie ("come and re-create mee now
growne ruinous" and "purge away ... that new fashioned I may rise up from death"); and,
of course, in the closing lines of"Good Friday, 1613" in which the speaker pleads for corrective
chastisement. In making this important observation, however, Waswo unfortunately does
so to Donne's detriment, pointing out that "Donne demands to be taught ['Teach mee how
to repent'] precisely what Greville has learned" and concluding that possibly "what Donne's
detractors have identified as his neurotic, obsessive-compulsive concern for his own salvation is really a limitation of his style-a defect not in his character but in his literary
equipment and its use" (132).
Compare Heather Dubrow's analysis of Donne's use of the imperative in lines 33-40
of the Epithalamion for Princess Elizabeth, "Tradition and the Individualistic Talent:
Donne's 'An Epithalamion, Or marriage Song on the Lady Elizabeth .. . ,"' in The Eagle
and the Dove: Reassessing john Donne, ed. Claude Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1986), m-12.
For a related use of the imperative, see John Milton's "On the Late Massacre in
Piedmont" and Christopher Hill's discussion of this rhetorical maneuver:

The curt commands with which the sonnet opens ... form as it were a memo
to God which should have been superfluous. Milton had contemplated the
horrifying possibility that the Almighty might overlook what had occurred
in the Alpine mountains cold. By writing the sonnet Milton may have
restored his own confidence: the whole terrible episode had been a warning
for papist Italians-or so it could be interpreted. His demand for revenge
is a demand for reassurance that God is after all just. (Milton and the English
Revolution [London: Faber and Faber, 1977], 209)
18
Maynard Mack, ''Antony and Cleopatra: The Stillness and the Dance," in Shakespeare's
Art: Seven Essays, ed. Milton Crane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973), 91.
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and totally just God: "But who am I, that dare dispute with thee?" he asks in
"If poysonous mineralls." Lost in a world of confusion, the speaker can only
plead for a sign: "Show me deare Christ, thy spouse," one of the last sonnets
begins, opening into a set of seven questions. Such questioning is rhetorical
only in that the speaker shows little hope of God's actually answering; it is
strategic, however, in that the speaker's only hope lies in arousing God to
break His seemingly imperturbable silence, in engaging the voice from
the whirlwind. As he agonizes in "Oh my blacke Soule!":
Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not lacke;
But who shall give thee that grace to beginne?
(lines 9-ro)

Only one person can-God. The speaker's rhetorical/strategic questions
hope to engage God in dialogue, the result of which will be at best God's
electing the speaker and providing him with the desperately desired prevenient grace, or at worst confirming the speaker's suspicion that he is to
be damned. Although Donne is not included in A. D. Nuttall's study of
fiction and prayer, Overheard by God, the relentless questioning of the
speaker of the Holy Sonnets confirms Nuttall's assertion "that for much of our
older literature one may suppose the presence of an extra (inhuman) reader:
that which is written for man is always and necessarily read also by God."'9
The Holy Sonnets, however, might better be described as addressed to
God but overheard by humans.
Finally, the shift in tone in "As due by many titles" suggests a complexity of address that runs throughout the Holy Sonnets. The speaker in
"As due" moves from calm resignation to near despair in a compressed
fourteen lines; the questions in lines 9-ro are as much outwardly addressed
to God, pointing out that Satan ravishes what "by many titles" is rightfully
God's, as inwardly they are the speaker's attempts to reassure himself that
he is entitled to God's protection, a sort of spiritual whistling in the dark.
Similar shifts between self-examination or meditative reflection and outright entreaty of divine aid occur in "If poysonous mineralls," in which God
is "hee" in lines 1-8, but addressed directly in lines 9 ff.; in "I am a little
world made cunningly," which begins as a meditation but reveals a divine
addressee in line 5; in ''At the round earths imagin'd corners," which opens
with an address to angels and souls but shifts in line 9 to the Lord as the
speaker makes his plea; and in "Since she whome I lovd," which seems at
first a meditation on the death of the speaker's wife or consort, but in line 6

'9A. D. Nuttall, Overheard by God: Fiction and Prayer in Herbert, Milton, Dante and
St.John (London: Methuen, 1980), ix.
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redirects its address to God, mirroring the very change in devotional
object that the sonnet reports.2° The Holy Sonnets betray both interior- and
exterior-directed actions, both private and public functions, both reflective
and communicative operations, as the speaker uses his meditation to re-erect
his weakened will, as Martz and others have understood, but just as importantly to enlist divine aid on his behalf

The Hope of the Psalms
The attempt to secure from God some sign of election-to provoke
God into either providing or finally denying the prevenient grace necessary
for the speaker to feel justified iri his election-is peculiarly Donnean. I
can think of no other English poet who would kick the angel to get it to
wrestle with him. This is the inevitable result of what Donne calls his
"holy dropsy," in which his urgent desire to be subsumed into the sacred is
only intensified by his recurring inability to be so; thus, the more frantically
he drinks to quench his spiritual thirst, the thirstier he becomes.
I suspect Donne found hope that he could break this impasse in the
process of his election by a peculiar situation and set of poetic operations in
the Psalms. "The Psalter," as Harold Fisch most recently has demonstrated,
would seem to be "the special locus for the soul in meditation," since the
Hebrew terms for meditation (higgayon, sif!a, and hiigig) used throughout
the Psalms "refer to mental activity and are the process of poetic composition itself" The Psalms, Fisch goes on, "are not monologues but insistently
and at all times dialogue-poems, poems of the self but of the self in the
mutuality of relationship with others." 21 In fact, says Fisch, the speaker of
the Psalms does not betray an autonomous ego at all, despite the lyrics'
overwhelming use of the first person: "The 'I' of the poem is in a real
sense constituted by the dialogue with the 'Thou.' There is no 'person'
behind the 'I' whose existence can be separated from that relationship." 22
The Psalms, rather, narrate the process of the self in search of a partner;
they record the breaking of the imprisoning subjectivity that is the very
plight of Donne's speaker in the Holy Sonnets.
Donne's impassioned questioning, abrupt shifts in tone and address,
and dramatic use of the imperative have been noted, to greater or lesser
T his is possibly a baroque maneuver as well, a play in perspective that attempts to
draw the reader into the process of the poem. See, for example, D onne's "E legie on M ris.
Boulstred," which begins by addressing D eath but quickly draw s the reader into t he
exchange.
21
H arold Fisch, Poetry with a Purpose: B iblical Poetics and I nterpretation (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1988), 107-8.
22
Fisch, Poetry with a Purpose, 109.
20
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extents, in other discussions of the style of the Holy Sonnets 2J but never
specifically as strategies intended to provoke election. That they are such is
further suggested by the presence of similar operations in certain psalms. 24
Take, for example, Psalm 6:
•J Critics have generally focused on the sense of poetic and spiritual disorder the
reader finds in the Holy Sonnets. Robert J. Blanch suggests that the lack of thematic order
and consistent patterns of imagery in the cycle are deliberate attempts to realistically
depict the difficulty of the search for God and for spiritual peace ("Fear and Despair in
John Donne's Holy Sonnets," American Benedictine Review 25 [1974]: 476-84), and Roger B.
Rollin claims that the Holy Sonnets are "not so much a sonnet sequence as a kind of antisequence, one whose main ordering principle is disorder, and specifically mental disorder"
('"Fantastique Ague': The Holy Sonnets and Religious Melancholy," in The Eagle and the
Dove, 132). A. C . Partridge has provided perhaps the most objective description of the
stylistic features of the Holy Sonnets, noting that "the vehement exclamations, insistent
repetitions, lgnatian self-abasement without a complaining tone, are characteristic of
Donne's zeal to match the tenseness of his emotions with the incandescent verbal resource
of a preacher" (130) . Donne's powerful monosyllables and positive predications, Partridge
points out, create a passionate language, just as his irregular rhythms contribute to the effect
of natural speech stress that often runs counter to metrical expectations, thus subverting the
smoothness characteristic of Petrarchan sonnetry Uohn Donne: Language and Style [London:
Andre Deutsch, 1978], 128-38). Even structure, Partridge points out, works to create a sense
of the speaker's confusion. In "I am a little world," "the plaint about sin overflows the limits of the octave by a line, leaving only five for the meditator's petition to God" (134). He
might also have noted the breakdown of quatrain structure and the comingling of tenors and
vehicles in the conceits of"Batter my heart." See Frontain, "Redemption Typology in John
Donne's 'Batter my heart,"' Journal ifthe Rocky Mountain Medieval and Renaissance Association
8 (1987): 163-76, esp. 167-68 and 175 n. rr. Wilbur Sanders likewise recognizes the "moral
exertion" and "repressive violence" of the Holy Sonnets but finds the feeling mechanically selfinduced; see his John Donne's Poetry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971), 123, 124.
While I accept all that these critics say, I think their general insistence on stylistic
effects as intended to communicate the speaker's state of mind ignores other equally
essential purposes. Only A. L. French, who notes the speaker's attempts to evade a dispensation that seems cruel or incomprehensible "by taking refuge in a quasi-logic which is either
suspect or patently false" ("The Psychopathology of Donne's Holy Sonnets," Critical Review
13 [1970]: m-24), and John N. Wall, Jr., who notes, "The speaker constantly changes his
strategy of approach to God," although for a purpose other than what I've suggested above
(191; "Donne's Wit of Redemption: The Drama of Prayer in the Holy Sonnets," Studies in
Philology 73 [1976]: 189-203), anticipate the viewpoint I am emphasizing. James Winny refers
only in passing to the attempts of the speaker of "Batter my heart" and of "Good Friday,
1613" "to compel God to acknowledge him"; see his A Preface to Donne, rev. ed. (London:
Longman, 1970), 35. Similarly,Judah Stampfer recognizes that "the problem is engaging God,"
but his comments are limited only to "Batter my heart," in John Donne and the Metaphysical
Gesture (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970), 253-58.
' 4Wall, "Donne's Wit of Redemption," maps out certain similarities in dramatic stance
between the Holy Sonnets and the Psalms. He emphasizes "the close affinity between [the
dramatic structures of the Holy Sonnets] and the various forms of Christian prayer, especially
as they are illustrated in the Psalms" (191). Likewise, in Protestant Poetics (266-75), Lewalski
identifies numerous analogues and echoes to the Psalms (among other biblical texts) in the
Holy Sonnets. Harold Fisch has argued that the Psalms were the primary model for the great
seventeenth-century literature of meditation, but his analysis excludes Donne's Holy Sonnets
to concentrate on Herbert's lyrics; see Fisch's J erusalem and Albion: The H ebraic Factor in
Seventeenth-Century Literature (New York: Schocken Books, 1964), 49-55. Finally, Mary
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0 Lord, rebuke me not in thine anger, neither chasten me in
thy hot displeasure.
Have mercy upon me, 0 Lord; for I am weak: 0 Lord, heal
me; for my bones are vexed.
My soul is also sore vexed: but thou, 0 Lord, how long?
Return, 0 Lord, deliver my soul: oh save me for thy mecies'
sake.
For in death there is no remembrance of thee: in the grave
who shall give thee thanks?
I am weary with my groaning; all the night I make my bed
to swim; I water my couch with tears.
Mine eye is consumed because of grief; it waxeth old because
of all mine enemies.
Depart from me, all ye workers of iniquity; for the Lord
hath heard the voice of my weeping.
The Lord hath heard my supplication; the Lord will receive
my prayer.
Let all mine enemies be ashamed and sore vexed: let them
return and be ashamed suddenly.

The poem opens dramatically in media res, as it were, without any
explanation of the nature or cause of the speaker's suffering. The first five
verses are addressed directly to God, plaintive questioning alternating with
agonized pleading for enlightenment. Like the speaker of ''As due by many
titles," who reminds God of his reciprocal obligations to His creature, the
Psalmist's question in verse 5 attempts a sort of rhetorical blackmail by suggesting that God needs the speaker as much as he needs God. A shift occurs
in verse 6, in tone as well as address. The speaker, tired of assaulting God's
seemingly deaf ear, is on the verge of capitulating before his enemies; he
seems to be talking to himself rather than to God. But in a second, even
more sudden shift, the speaker turns in verse 8 to taunt his enemies that his
prayer has been heard and is about to be answered. The reversal in the
speaker's situation in the course of the psalm from besieged victim to exulting
victor is mirrored in the strange precision of tenses in the psalm's last lines:
the Lord has heard the speaker's prayer, so the evildoers had best retreat now,
because the Lord is about to wreak vengeance upon them.
Curiously, the Lord's response to the speaker's entreaty does not occur
within the psalm. Is the Psalmist's boast in verses 8 to IO for his enemies'
benefit only, a bluff to scare them into dispersing? Or is it actually aimed
at drawing the reluctant Lord into the fray on the speaker's side, his
Ann Radzinowicz sees the anima mea psalms as the model for D onne's stance in several of
the religious lyrics, including some of the Holy Sonnets; see her '"Anima Mea' Psalms and
John D onne's Religious Poetry," in Bright Shootes ofEverlastingnesse, 40-58.
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announcement of the Lord's imminent intervention an attempt at provoking
just such action? Or possibly is it the Psalmist's use of impassioned questioning, of shifts in tone and address, and of the plaintive imperative that
achieves its effect in the course of the poem, the success of the speaker's
entreaty occurring even as he speaks? The Psalms, demonstrates Fisch,
refute the claim of Auden's narrator that "poetry makes nothing happen."
This is not true of the Psalms. In nearly every psalm something
does happen. The encounter between the "I" and the "Thou" is
the signal for a change not merely in the inner realm of consciousness but in the realm of outer events.2 5

The "Thou" invariably answers the call of the beleaguered speaker as part
of the action of the lyric precisely because biblical Hebrew understands
speech to be performance or action, presumes language to be a creating
agent. Language in the Psalms is humanity's means of breaching an
imprisoning subjectivity: to speak one's desire for God to answer is necessarily to engage the all-powerful Thou in the accomplishment of that
desire. Theoretically, the covenant of faith that allows one to call upon
God enjoins God to answer. 26
Coburn Freer has analyzed "the familiar mythic pattern of strength
developing out of weakness" as the dominant rhetorical pattern of most of
the Psalms. He also concludes, without specific mention of Donne, that
many psalms and metaphysical lyrics share not only "their attitude toward
psychological experience but also ... the poetic concomitants of that attitude," among them the dramatic positioning of the speaker and "the
employment of sometimes violent contrasts in attitude." 2 7 He does not
suggest the extent to which reference to the Psalms in a seventeenthcentury lyric may be an act of poetic self-fashioning. Traumatized not to feel
the assurance of election, was Donne encouraged by the seeming success of
the Psalmist and bold or desperate enough to risk a similar attempt at engaging
God's action on his behalf? The Holy Sonnets seem scripted to produce a
divine reply that would at least resolve the speaker's uncertainty about his
condition, if not actually provoke God to intervene and extend to the speaker
the prevenient grace he so desperately desires. Donne's Holy Sonnets
attempt to secure the very kind of divine intervention that so many of the
Psalms record, in Donne's case deliverance from the bondage of sin to Satan
that the Psalms represent typologically as the Israelites' release from captivity
5fisch, Poetry with a Purpose, 109.
Poetry with a Purpose, 109-ro.
7Coburn Freer, Music for a King: George Herbert's Style and the Metrical Psalms
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1972), 36, 40.
2

26 Fisch,
2
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and exile or as the unnamed Hebrew's rescue from persecution by his
anonymous enemies. Unlike the Psalms, however, the Holy Sonnets give no
assurance that such assistance was ever provided. The reader remains as
anxiously suspended as the speaker.
Conclusion: Make all this All

In his diary, Bernard Berenson records a visit to the excavations of
Palestrina, where he and his party puzzled over the design of the vast structure. Rejecting the explanation offered by an accompanying archaeologist,
Berenson concludes
that it must have been for magical reasons . The safety of a
town may have depended on every stone being of a certain size
and trimming, just as in Latin ritual every syllable had to be
uttered in such-and-such a way because otherwise it would
have lost its power to compel the numen to do its bidding.28

The talismanic powers of language are most appealing to the person who
feels particularly defenseless and vulnerable; challenges to one's personal
safety and welfare drive one to attempt to compel the numen to do one's
bidding. Despite the obvious festive nature of the occasion he celebrates, for
example, the speaker of Spenser's "Epithalamion'' is acutely conscious of "the
nights unchearefull dampe" that needs to be dispersed (line 21), of the stones
_ that might "wrong" his bride's "tender foot" (line 49) and the sun that
might burn "her sunshyny face" (lines nS-20) as she is led to the church, of
the "wylde wolves" that range on the nearby mountainside from which the
gentle deer need to be protected (line 69), and of the "tempestuous storms
or sad afray" which might disturb the "safety of our joy" on the wedding night
(lines 322-27, and stanza 19).29 The bridegroom's imperatives are actually
descriptive commands that attempt to ensure the success of his wedding day.
To demonstrate how essential an impulse the imperative is for Donne
when seeking completion or union with an empowering, salvific figurewhether God or woman-let us conclude by returning briefly to Elegy 19.3°
28
Bernard Berenson, The Passionate Sightseer: From the Diaries, I947 to I956 (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1960), 24.
29 The Yale Edition ifthe Shorter Poems ifEdmund Spenser, ed. William A. Oram, et al.
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1989).
3°0n a similar vulnerability in the love poems, see Ilona Bell, "'Under Ye Rage of a Hott
Sonn & Yr Eyes': John Donne's Love Letters to Ann More," in The Eagle and the Dove,
25-52, esp. 45. William Sessions's description of the dialectic between abandonment and
openness as the essential experience of the seventeenth-century religious lyric eloquently
describes this impulse; see his "Abandonment and the English Religious Lyric in the
Seventeenth Century," in Bright Shootes if Everlastingnesse, 1-19. Sessions emphasizes
the passivity of the lover who is fulfilled only by the embrace of the godhead, who suffers
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In this poem multiple references to theophanic experience, or to the
reception of some divine revelation, combine to support the speaker's plea
to his mistress that she reveal herself completely to him as she undresses
for bed and so allow him to experience an ecstasy that is simultaneously
sexual and spiritual. The poem turns upon the parenthetical qualification
made within lines 39-43 that establishes the woman as both a revelation
for the chosen few and the guardian of that revelation, as both the
"mystick book" and the superior spirit with power to impute to the
speaker the grace necessary to make him worthy of receiving the coveted
message:
Like pictures or like books gay coverings made
For lay-men, are all women thus array'd.
Themselves are mystick books, which only wee
(Whom their imputed grace will dignifie)
Must see reveal'd.

Rather than being "the celebration of simple appetite" or "a pornographic
poem, . .. intended to arouse [in the reader] the appetite it describes,"31 as
C. S. Lewis claims, the poem is a self-consciously powerless but audacious
speaker's petition to be permitted the full extent of the woman's revelation.
"Knowledge" of her will entail both sexual orgasm and the imparting of
mystical knowledge whose exact nature cannot be specified to the general
reader.
There is, of course, an enormous difference between Elegy 19 and
the Holy Sonnets. The situation of "Going to Bed" is comical in that it is
primarily a sexual, not exclusively a spiritual, urgency that motivates the
speaker to make his impassioned entreaty. His urge to relieve his aching
phallus is only slightly less grotesque than the situation of the Greek men in
the later parts of Aristophanes's Lysistrata. The metaphor he uses to describe
his phallic tension ("The foe oft-times having the foe in sight, / ls tir'd with
standing though he never fight," lines 3-4) suggests a physical state of "suspension" rather than the spiritual one we have isolated in the Divine Poems.
But the dynamics of the situations are radically similar in that the speaker
simultaneously the pain of abandonment and the desire of reunion. While his essay is a
stunning meditation upon the religious lyric, and he is at his best on Donne, Sessions fails
to grasp how far Donne is willing to go to provoke that much-desired embrace.
I analyze this operation in Elegy 19 in two essays: "Donne's Erotic Spirituality: Ovidian
Sexuality and the Language of Christian Revelation in Elegy XIX," Ball State University
Forum 25 (Autumn 1984): 41-54, and "Moses, Dante and the Visio Dei of Donne's 'Going
to Bed,"' American Notes and Queries 6.I (1993): IJ-17·
J°C. S. Lewis, "Donne and Love Poetry in the Seventeenth Century," in William R.
Keast, ed., Seventeenth-Century English Poetry: Modem Essays in Criticism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1962), ro2.
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of Elegy 19 is as eager for "salvation"-and as incapable of achieving it
without the concurrence and the action on his behalf of the person whom
he addresses-as the speaker of the Holy Sonnets. The peculiarity of the
lover's resorting to use of the imperative in his erotic situation is underlined by contrast of the elegy with its Ovidian model, Amores r.5, in which
a male speaker recalls a hot afternoon when he was the principal actor,
undressing his mistress Corinna and having his pleasure of her when she
appeared in his room scantily clad. Donne's lover, by comparison, remains
curiously passive in every way except verbally. Aroused but not engaged in
coitus, he can only watch and hope that his mistress will gratify his increasingly urgent desire.
Does the mistress "dignifie" the speaker of the elegy with the imputed
grace that will make him worthy to receive the revelation of the "mystick
book" that she is? Does she, in effect, drop that last piece of clothing and join
him in bed, where he may enjoy the consummation he so ardently desires?
The poem remains as maddeningly inconclusive as "Batter my heart,"
which fails to reveal what action the "three-person'd God" takes towards
the speaker who pleads for chastisement and renewal, or as "Good Friday,
1613," in which the speaker/rider turns his back to God to receive similarly
violent strokes of correction without knowing whether his Savior will think
him worth His anger. Unlike the Gospels in which the Roman centurion
- need only pray, "but speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed,"
to effect the miraculous cure of a servant "grievously tormented" with a palsy
(Matt. 8:5-13), Donne's poems are suspended in the uncertainty that chastisement, which would be the sign of his election, will come. But however
powerful his temptation to despair, the speaker's use of the imperative to
provoke a single word or sign from his Savior is finally as strong a witness
to his faith as the biblical centurion's is to his . One hopes that like the
centurion's, his too will be rewarded.

